Continuous sleep EEG monitoring in PD patients with and without sleep attacks.
The pathogenesis of sleep attacks in Parkinson's disease (PD) is still unresolved. We investigated seven matched pairs of PD patients with and without a history of sleep attacks using continuous sleep EEG recording. According to the event marker altogether 12 sleep attacks were identified in three patients with a history of sleep attacks. All sleep attacks were characterized by NREM stage 1 and 2 sleep, whereas no sleep onset REM episodes were recorded. Five sleep attacks fulfilled our criteria for microsleep episodes lasting less than 120 s. The cumulative duration of microsleep episodes during the day was 27.7+/-20 min in patients with a history of sleep attacks vs. 6.4+/-4.1 min in patients without a history of sleep attacks (p=0.03), i.e., the majority of microsleep episodes were not perceived by the patients. In summary, our study suggests that sleep attacks are intrusions of NREM stage 1 and 2 sleep into wakefulness and can be identical to microsleep episodes. Future studies should systematically address the awareness of short sleep episodes in patients with PD and other disorders with increased daytime sleepiness.